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A Memorable First Term 
The first term for the International classes has now concluded. 

What began on a relatively peaceful note back in January 

certainly gained momentum as the term unfolded. Many 

activities have occurred this term, especially as part of the units 

covered in the classrooms. Do you know which classes learned 

about Families Past and Present? This is Me? Natural Disasters? 

Rainforests? All Mixed Up? Who Will Buy? Look, Listen? The 

topics go on as young minds are being filled with wonderful 

things about the world we live in. 

I congratulate the students on their efforts this term. Our ‘You  

Can Do It’ focus was on Organisation and I know that every  

Class worked hard in this area. This key teaches children to  

Schedule their time effectively, to remember their items for all  

lessons, and the importance of setting goals so as to take  

ownership of their work and direction. As with the other keys,  

this foundation goes  along way in helping students be happy  

and successful at  school. 

Next term will promise to be filled with new themes and  

Interesting activities. Make sure you always read the class news  

page of Kakehashi to find out what’s happening in and around  

The classes. I would especially like to congratulate all of the  

Teachers for the hard work they have put into the term. 

Y6, Y9 Graduation 
Yesterday, the Japanese Division Year 6 and Year 9 classes 

had their graduation ceremony. The ceremony, as you would 

expect, was very formal within an atmosphere of extreme calm 

and deep respect. As our children watched this, hopefully they 

realised they were witnessing a cultural tradition and a  

purposeful expression of honour that regards each student’s  

special place in the school. Even if the International students  

could not understand all the speeches or found it hard to  

concentrate, the ceremony itself demonstrated a rich tradition  

which we can all appreciate, and is just one of the many  

privileges offered to all students attending our school. 

Congratulations to the Y6 and Y9 students on their graduation! 

Leaving Ceremony 
Today it was time to farewell  our Principal of the last 3 years,  

Mr Kakutani, primary teacher Mr Tamaki, and high school  

teacher Mr Tsutsui. Each teacher gave a farewell message 

to us and we expressed our heartfelt thanks to each of them. It is 

always sad to say goodbye to the teachers we have worked so 

closely with every day for the past 3 years.  

We wish them well as they get ready to return to Japan. 

Fri 20th March 

Closing Ceremony 

Leaving Ceremony 

End of Term  

Mon 20th April 

Opening Ceremony  

Welcome Ceremony 

(Start of Term 2) 

Tue 21st April Entrance Ceremony JPN Div Y1, Y7 

Fri 24th April Anzac Ceremony 3pm 

Wed 29 April Glen St Theatre Excursion 

Thu 30th April All Classes School Photographs 

Fri 1st May Change to winter uniform 

Tue12-Thu14 May NAPLAN Y3,5,7,9 

Thu 21st May Special Performance (Inter) 

Sat 23rd May Sports Day 

Mon 25th May Compensatory Day Off 
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Reading between the lines ... news from the classrooms ... 

 

 

We have come to the last week of Term 1.  Well done to Koala Class for achieving a lot during this term. We are sad 

to see Wataru go and we wish him all the best in his next school in Japan. Thanks to you for contributing to the color-

fulness of our little picnic/party by making sushi lunch boxes for your children. I must tell you that they were very   

happy to see all the lunch boxes looking alike. For literacy, we learned about the /e/ sound and practiced CVC 

words like set, pet, and net on cards. We read “Grandpa, Grandpa” book and rolled dice draw a grandpa. We 

learned more vocabulary that starts with the /e/ sound. For math, we covered the concepts of halves, numbers   

seven and eight and sorting. For history, the children drew a picture of their family and we talked about where our 

families come from. In relation to this, the children enjoyed a cultural performances from Spain and Japan which 

were flamenco dancing and Japanese taiko drumming. Some of the children were called on to participate and 

they were really into it. We had our big clean up on Friday and the children participated very well in this. So far this 

term, it has been nice to see the kids develop personally, socially, emotionally and to progress in their oral lan-

guage ,reading  and creative skills. I am excited to see what they will achieve next term. In the meantime, please 

have a wonderful fun-filled end of term holiday. Ms. Sandra Oyeku  

 

 Congratulations to the Possum class for completing their first term of Kindergarten! We had a busy last week of 

school with the children involved in many literacy activities. We focused on the letter /Ee/ and have been starting to 

sound out word families that have the /Ee/ sound in the middle. These include words such as Jen, Ken, hen, men, 

Ben and Ren! KP read The Hungry Giant and enjoyed cutting and pasting the giant’s body. We talked about the 

beginning, middle and end of the book and also looked at the meaning of specific words. In Maths we studied 3D 

objects, halves, tracing shapes and the number seven and eight. On Wednesday afternoon, we had a great time at 

the special performance. The children loved the drums and dancing like flamenco performers! In History, we talked 

about where our family comes from and looked at different flags. The term finished with a big clean up and a     

Farewell Ceremony. Have a safe and relaxing holiday and enjoy the Easter break. Mrs Rebecca Lisle  

 

 We have had a lovely last week of term and today farewelled our friend Hinata Tamaki who returns with his family to 

Japan. We will miss you. Thank you for all the delicious party food—it was a feast! Taiki Nakahara will return to Japan 

for the term as the birth of his baby brother approaches. We look forward to seeing the new member of the family. 

We had a wonderful time at the drumming and flamenco dancing performance on Wednesday. This week we fo-

cused on the letter/sound e.We read the big book ‘Who Sank the Boat?’ and learnt about question marks and con-

centrated on the beginning, middle and end of the story. In maths we looked at Australian coins and the animals 

and people on the silver and gold coins. We also tried coin rubbings. We focused on the numbers 7 and 8. We 

looked at half and cut our make believe pizzas in half. Lastly we explored the properties of 3 dimensional shapes and 

traced around the base of these. The children have been working in literacy groups the last few weeks and have 

become quite independent in their work habits. I look forward to a wonderful Term 2 of learning. Have a lovely      

autumn break and Happy Easter. Lisa Ess  

 

 We are at the end of our first term and both teacher and children are looking forward to a well deserved 

break. This week we finished our Science booklets on Look! Listen! We completed an experiment to identify 

which surface; black paper, tin foil, wax paper and white paper, reflects the most light, and had to order them 

from the surface that reflects the most to the surface that reflects the least. The results were interesting. In 

Maths we have been learning about length. We measured and compared the length of a variety of objects 

using body parts, blocks and paper clips. On Wednesday the children attended a special performance about 

Flamenco Dancing and the Taiko Drums. Many children had the opportunity to dance and play the drums. It 

was lively and a lot of fun. On Thursday we attended the Y6-1’s and Y9’s Graduation Ceremony. The Y6’s will 

be moving in to High School and Y9’s into Senior High. Congratulations and good luck to them all.  

We are very sad to say goodbye to a special friend and his family. We wish Takuya and the Omura Family all 

the best on their return to Japan. We will miss you! 

Wishing you all a great holiday, and if you are travelling far, a safe trip back. See you next term! Mrs D 

 

 What a great last week it has been for Class 2-3. We had the special performance on Wednesday which was lots of 

fun for everyone. First, we participated in a Flamenco dancing workshop and we learnt about how to do some of 

the Flamenco moves and we also learnt about the history of Flamenco music and guitar. The dancer was very expe-

rienced and I could definitely see some of the children practicing a few of the dance moves after the show! The 

next performance was the Taiko drumming. The drums were very loud and thunderous and once we got used to the 

sounds we practiced rhythms and beats along with the three performers. On Monday we had a great time at the 

class 3/4-3 shop. They had worked so hard to prepare all of the things to buy and it was great that all of the money 

raised went to the Vanuatu relief fund. For Science this week we finished our ‘All Mixed Up’ unit of work and we also 

completed our HSIE unit by researching information about ‘special events’. We specifically researched the ‘Sydney 

Royal Easter Show’ as a special event that lots of families go to each year. We answered lots of questions and also 

drew some pictures that reflected what the Easter Show is like and what attraction they would like to see if they went 

there.  For Visual Arts we worked hard to try and finish our Russell Drysdale artworks but we may have to complete 

them in the first week back next term, juts to add the finishing touches. For Maths this week we had a lesson with Mr 

Meadows about ‘informal units’. We also learnt about ‘counting on’, ‘likely and unlikely events’ and ‘one quarter’.  

We have watered our garden this week and it looks like our radishes are already starting to shoot which is very excit-

ing. Ms Dalziell will be in during the holidays to tend to the garden and take any photos of the growth progress to 

show the children next term. Have a happy and safe holiday and I look forward to catching up with everybody back 

at school after the long break. Well done Class 2-3 on such a successful first term of Year 2! Let’s start to get excited 

about Sports Day and lots of other fun activities in Term 2! Ms Dalziell  
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Reading between the lines ... news from the classrooms ... 

 Thank you very much to the parents of Year 3 /4 for your assistance with baking and wrap-

ping the produce that the children sold on Monday. It was fantastic to see so many of you at 

the shop buying the wares that the children had made. The massage area was very busy 

and there were some very tired hands and feet after the children had finished work for the 

day. There were very few products left at the end of the sale and the children raised the 

grand total of $505.25. This is a great achievement and I am very proud of them. The money 

has been sent to UNICEF who have forwarded it to help the children in Vanuatu put their 

schools back together. They were very appreciative. On Tuesday the children completed 

their Science unit on packaging with THE GREAT EGG DROP. Only one group completed the 

challenge at all four levels. Well done to them. The students also went to two great perfor-

mances on Wednesday and learnt to dance, flamingo style and play the drums Japanese 

style. Holiday homework was sent home last week and I would also like the children to use 

Reading Eggs and Mathletics when they have time in the holidays. Sadly we farewelled Arisa 

and Oscar this week and wish them both success and happiness in their new schools in       

Japan. Wishing you all a safe and happy holiday. I look forward to seeing you all back       

refreshed in April ready to complete NAPLAN, ICAS and Sports Day. Ms Deadman  

 Here we are ready for a well deserved break.  The weeks have sped past, and we have 

been busy every week.   The class has settled well into their routines and are ready for a       

demanding Term 2 when we will start inter school debating, Maths Olympiad, ICAS, NAPLAN 

and Sports Day.  This week the students presented their rainforest reports and completed a 

quiz on the information they had been studying on SKWIRK.  We watched the disaster        

recovery efforts after Cyclone Pam and the students completed their disaster recovery 

plans.   In mathematics we did some work on area and perimeter investigating if there was a 

link between the two measurements and looked at how compound shapes perimeters can 

be worked out when there are missing values.   The students have been given holiday home-

work to complete.  Have a great time.  See you in April.  Regards, Mrs Simpson  

 Thank you for your support throughout the term. We will not be handing out any specific 

homework however it would benefit your child if they could look back at what they did dur-

ing the semester or even write simple journal entries. Portfolios have been sent out so please 

have a look and praise your child’s efforts. If you have any enquiries about your child’s work 

please do not hesitate to talk to us. The portfolios must be returned at the start of the next 

term. Library books should be returned on the first week of next term. This week most of the 

students from Y1 to 6 made a short trip to the Japanese Tea room where they played tradi-

tional Japanese games and experienced some cultural activities. In some classes students 

presented their projects and had the final assessment of this term. Have a wonderful holiday 

and we hope to see you next term. 楽しいホリデーをお過ごしください。            

 
 Thank You from Year Three / Four / Three 

The students and Ms Deadman would like to thank the parents of the year 3 / 4 students for helping 

them to create and wrap their products for the shop they held on Monday. 

We would also like to thank the school community, students, parents and teachers for supporting our 

class and coming to our shop. 

We all had a great day and learnt a lot! 

We raised, with your help, $505.25c. This money will go to the children of Vanuatu to help them buy 

much needed school equipment after the devastating effects of Cyclone Pam. 
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A coeducational school providing bilingual  

and bicultural education for children of all nationalities 

 

International Division Sydney Japanese International School 112 Booralie Road, Terrey Hills, NSW 2084 Ph: (02) 9450 1833 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
MISSION STATEMENT 

 
SJIS achieves academic excellence in all key learning  
areas with an emphasis on second language learning. 

 
SJIS respects the culture and traditions of the Japanese  

and Australian societies developing awareness of  
cultural differences through cross-cultural learning. 

 
The SJIS students, parents and teachers alike, become     
global citizens, able to interact with others in our world  

community with purpose and integrity. 


